
GW ER Orientation 

Welcome to the ER! We want you to have a great experience treating a range of pathology 

while experiencing the complexities of an urban emergency department. The following 

information will help you get oriented, but please ask our residents, staff, or attendings 

anytime you need help! We always welcome feedback & concerns; 2017gwemchiefs@gmail.com 

 You can also submit anonymous feedback at www.traumayellow.com  

The ER 

Our ER has a confusing numbering system. The “Critical Care” beds are where the sickest 

patients are placed. These rooms have airway and code carts, and are named “CC1-CC4”. The 

main ER beds are designated “M1-M25” and the main hallway beds are “MH1-MH7”. The 

urgent care beds are “UC1-UC12”.  

Where do I put my stuff? 

You can place your bags, food, and coats in the staff lounge just past the trauma bay. The door code is 

4911. This is the same code for every door in the ER. There are staff restrooms near the staff lounge 

as well as near M9 behind the nursing station. 

What are teaching shifts? 

Your first shifts you will be paired with an upper level EM resident to help orient you to the department 

and how to use FirstNet. By the end of these shifts, you should feel confident running the service by 

yourself, so make sure you understand the processes of consults, admissions, discharges, etc. Many of 

our residents have great tips for efficiency, so if you are feeling comfortable with the basics, try to pick 

up some of their advice. 

How does my shift start? 

Plan on being ready to start 5 minutes before your scheduled time. Every shift starts with an attending 

supervised sign-out when you will inherit all of the patients on your team from the prior resident. Make 

sure you are comfortable with each patient in case they need to be admitted or require critical 

treatment. We recommend making a list of patients with a “to do” list for each patient. Once sign out is 
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done, new patients are assigned to each team by the upper level resident. Once a patient is assigned 

to your team, you should see the patient as soon as possible.  

Where are supplies? 

Our techs and nurses can help you find whatever you need. Each room has a cart with IV supplies, 

guiac cards, and misc supplies. There are two purple OBGYN carts; usually in room M16 and UC4. 

Everything else can be found in the supply room near the EMS entrance. Laceration repair supplies are 

in the Urgent Care area (UC12). 

Documentation 

ER documentation is different from inpatient charting in that your evaluation is constantly 

changing with evolving information and examinations. Always remember to document what 

you do, who you talk to, and what you tell the patient.  Before your first day, make sure you 

can log into CERNER FirstNet, which may require a call to IT to help change your status in the 

system. Every patient you care for should have a chart that you have taken ownership of. If a 

medical student writes a note, you must take ownership of the note, edit it, and sign it. When 

a patient is signed out to you, best practice is to take ownership of their notes, document the 

hand off and current plan, then update the note as needed. 

What do I need to complete in a Powernote? 

✓ History 

✓ Review of Systems 

✓ Past Med/Fam/Social History 

✓ Physical Exam 

✓ Medical Decision Making 

o Orders “Insert Orders”, select all 

o Lab Results: Add only “lab results”, do not click “add all results”, this adds unneeded 

data and complicates billing, making notes much harder to read 

o EKG *** This is the most forgotten step ***  

▪ You need to document at least 4 items per EKG.  

o Radiology Results: easiest way is to copy and past the impression of each image. 
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✓ Re-Evaluation Notes: Use this section as a way to update your note as time passes. Include 

your medical decision making, possible diagnosis, changes in exam, consult times and 

discussions, etc. Also include who you sign out from and to, as well as the status at sign out. 

✓ Procedure 

✓ Impression  

o Diagnosis: You should include multiple diagnosis when the visit is for multiple problems, 

or if multiple diagnosis are related to the primary problem.  i.e. ST-elevation MI, 

elevated troponin, h/o CHF, h/o DM.  

o Condition 

o Counselled Patient/Family 

o Instructions 

o Follow Up 

o Disposition: Admit vs Discharge vs Transfer   

Patient Discharge Instructions 

An important part of documentation is patient discharge instructions. You should include a short 

summary of their visit, reasons to return to the ER, and when/where to follow-up. Use 

www.traumayellow.com for templates on discharge instructions, and feel free to utilize these 

templates. Additional follow up information, including FaceTime appointments (ConnectER), concussion 

clinic, dental clinics, and detox programs are all available on the same site.  

Patient Workflow 

For most new residents, the most challenging part of the ER is managing their time and 

efficiency.  

What do I do first? 

Working in the ER is all about balancing your To Do List. A 

good rule of thumb is to see all critical patients first, take care 

of discharges and admissions next, then see new patients and 

reassess your team. Once a patient’s labs and imaging is back 

you should be ready to act on the information.  

 

New Critical Patients

Discharges & Admissions

Consults

New Stable Patients

Re-evaluations
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Patient Care 

Our ER provides a broad range of pathology, much of which you will be familiar with, however 

you will also find yourself in unfamiliar situations. If you are unsure, or are concerned a 

patient is sick or crashing, immediately get an upper level resident or attending to assist you.   

Trauma Activations 

You have the ability to activate a trauma, brain, or cath attack alert when appropriate. It is always 

better to activate than let patient care suffer! If an upper level or attending is not immediately 

available, error on the side of caution and activate the alert. 

Spinal Immobilization 

Many of our patients come into the ER on spine boards from EMS, as well as cervical Collars. Some 

patients walk in off the street without a collar. If you have any concerns for a cervical injury, 

immediately have the patient placed in a cervical collar. You should consult an attending or upper level 

before removing a patient’s collar, unless already discussed.  

Septic Patients 

Patients who trigger SIRS criteria will be flagged with a 

red “Sunburst” on the tracking board. This alone does not 

require any action, however, when you see a “Sepsis Sun” 

you should immediately evaluate that patient for the 

potential for sepsis. Every ER is required to meet certain 

time standards for septic patients. Keep in mind, the clock 

starts when the patient presents, not when you recognize 

the patient as SIRS. If you choose not to treat a patient as 

possible sepsis, ensure you document why. 

Patient Expectations 

Our patients come with a broad range of medical knowledge and access to care. Their expectations for 

the visit will probably differ than your plan for their stay. When initially seeing your patients, 

determining their expectations, and setting realistic possibilities, will help streamline their care and 

prevent headaches when the time comes for disposition decision making.  This is especially important 
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when discussing the use of narcotic pain medications; along with the rest of the care team, set a 

unified plan for pain control, and stick to your plan. There are new CDC guidelines you can reference 

for further information.  

Golden Rules of the ER 

Every patient needs a note, and every patient should be documented on each shift. 

If you are signed out a patient you should document on the note; even if the patient is 

admitted/boarding, you should update the re-evaluation section with the patient’s current status and 

plan. It looks like poor care if patient has been in the ER for 10 hours without any update on the note. 

Medical student notes don’t count until you take them over, proof-read, and edit them. 

Never sign out procedures.  

Pelvic exams, rectal exams, wound care, etc. should not be signed out to the oncoming resident.  

Always document EKGs 

Notes with undocumented EKGs are pushed back to you later, so make sure you document EKGs (labs, 

orders, etc are also required).  

Respect & Protect your nurses and staff 

Our nurses and staff are our part of our family and team. If they have concerns about a patient, lab, 

medication or plan, please take careful consideration of their request. Additionally, the ER is 

unfortunately a place prone to aggression towards staff. Please alert security if you have any concern 

for the safety of yourself, our staff, or our patients.  

Questions? 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to reach out to our chief 

residents, or call the backup chief (on your emailed schedule). You can also reach 

out to any of our residents, faculty, or staff during your shifts. Have a great month!  

 

http://www.cdc.gov/drugoverdose/pubs/index.html
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